InSite Navigation Guide
Once logged in to InSite, you will see all the jobs you have access to. This is the “Overview” window. Here you can select your job by clicking on it or you can do a search.
The search in most cases should be either by ISBN or Title. The job number can be used also if you know what it is. The “Jobs” button next to the Overview button has basically the same functions, they are just located on the left side of the window.

Summary Tab
Your job will open in the Summary
Tab. From this window you can select the “Upload Files” button to get
to the Uploads window. The Smart
Review and Preview buttons are also
available and you can select them to
start the page review process.
This is also where you will be able
to see the Approval Summary, File
Transfer information and add Notes
to the job. The Notes section should
be used for internal use only, any
communication to the CSR and TSR
should be done via email.

The Pages Tab is where most of the tasks are located. Here you can sort or filter pages for Approval, view the thumbnails, Download pages, access
Smart Review, Preview and Upload, etc.
Pages Tab

Can filter pages
for reviewing.

selected page
Allows you to view the
pages in Thumbnail or
List view

Allows you to sort the pages. If you
are looking at pages after we have
preflighted then Position sort should
be used.

selected page

Allows you to Approve, Reject & OK pages when they are
selected. Also can download files when selected.

The Downloads Tab is used to download files from our production
system. This is where you will find high res. softproofs.

The History Tab contains job information on the transactions and
uploads that have transpired in the job.

Downloads Tab

History Tab

